An inversion method is proposed to estimate the wave energy distribution of magnetospheric VLF radio waves (VLF/ELF emissions and whistlers) at the ionospheric base by using the simultaneously observed two horizontal magnetic and a vertical electric field components. The simulation experiments are extensively carried out to examine the effectiveness of the method. Two models for the wave source (a single source and two simultaneous sources) have been used, in which the observed signal is simulated to be composed of a number of elementary plane waves whose arriving directions are distributed around a specific direction in the case of a single source (two specific directions for the case of two simultaneous sources) and whose polarizations are distributed around right-handed circular. The distributions how the wave energy density is distributed at the ionospheric base have been obtained as an inversion problem in which the entropy of the wave distribution function is made maximum for the spectral matrix composed of the auto-and cross-power spectra of the three field components. It is then found that the present new method is very promising especially for the situation when a few wave sources (ducts) are present or when the ionospheric exit region is widely spread for which the previous direction finding systems are ineffective. Finally, the present method is applied to the actual data of whistlers observed at a low latitude, and it is found that the method is very effective in locating the wave source distribution, being in good agreement with the results by the previous direction finding methods. Further useful information on the mechanism of magnetospheric duct propagation and the ionospheric transmission is obtainable from the present method.
Introduction
The ground-based direction finding (DF) to locate the ionospheric exit regions of magnetospheric VLF/ELF radio waves is extensively used to investigate the generation and propagation mechanisms of those waves (RYCROFT,1974; LESTER and SMITH, 1980; HAYAKAWA et al.,1981 HAYAKAWA et al., a, b, c, 1986 ) and also to study the dynamics of magnetospheric plasma (SAGREDO and BULLOUGH, 1973; CARPENTER, 1980) . Several DF systems have so far been proposed (BULLOUGH and SAGREDO,1973; TsURUDA and HAYASHI,1975; LEAVITT et al.,1978) and we have developed the "field-analysis method" (OKADA et al., 1977 (OKADA et al., , 1981 which enables us to estimate the arrival direction (incident and azimuthal angles) and wave polarization based on the measurements of amplitude ratios and 574•@ S. SHIMAKURA et al.
phase differences of three field components (two horizontal magnetic, Bx, By and a vertical electric, EZ). In all of these DF systems there is a hypothesis that the incident wave is a single plane wave. Hence, they are all ineffective for the situation when a few wave sources (or ducts) are simultaneously existing or when the ionospheric exit region is widely spread. So, we are strongly required to develop a DF system which is effective even for such situations. The purpose of this paper is to propose a DF system (i.e. wave distribution function method) as an inversion problem to the observed multiple field components.
Wave Distribution Function Method
The ground can be considered as a perfect conductor for electromagnetic waves at VLF and ELF (OKADA et al., 1977 (OKADA et al., , 1981 , and hence the observable field components on the ground are the two horizontal magnetic field components (Bx and By) and a vertical electric field component (EZ). Those measured field components can be reasonably considered as being the sum of infinite number of elementary plane waves with infinitesimal amplitude, with different propagation directions and with different frequencies, with their phase relationship being quite random. The properties of such an incoherent and random wave field can only be described statistically. STOREY and LEFEUVRE (1979) have proposed to characterize it by means of a function called the wave distribution function (WDF) which specifies how the wave energy density is distributed with respect to the angular frequency and to the direction of propagation, k . At the frequency w, the WDF is related to the elements of the spectral matrix S(w) by the following relation, 
The wave mode in a magnetoplasma is specified by the magnetoionic theory (STOREY and LEFEUVRE, 1979) such that if we consider VLF, whistler mode is known to be the only one possible mode of propagation. However, the situation in free space is completely different from that in the plasma because TE (B11, El) and TM (B1, E11) modes are two possible modes of propagation and they can propagate independently of each other. We now define the polarization as the ratio of the magnetic field components of TE and TM modes (OKADA et al., 1977 (OKADA et al., , 1981 , 
As the result, we can list the integration kernels a~1's as follows. (One who is interested in the 36 integration kernels based on the 6 electromagnetic field components should refer to Appendix or LAGOUTTE (1981) .) 
The fundamental property of the maximum entropy solution is that the solution is positive definite and provides a smooth solution, and it indicates that the method is a very suitable solution solving the wave energy distribution in the k space.
Simulation Experiments of Maximum Entropy Inversion Method

The simulation of wave sources
The purpose of obtaining the WDF's for magnetospheric waves such as VLF/ELF emissions observed on the ground, is to estimate their wave energy distribution at the ionospheric base, which provides us with the useful clues to their propagation and generation in the magnetosphere. Since the present method is based on an important hypothesis that the observed signals are "stationary random processes", the method is most suitable for VLF hiss emissions which are known to be really a stationary incoherent radio noise. A whistler is a nonstationary signal whose frequency varies with time, but the duration of the signal at an arbitrary frequency is long enough compared with a wave period so that we can consider the signal being stationary.
We now make the simulation experiment. We have first to think of the wave source so as to simulate the actually observed magnetospheric VLF wave. The observed signal considered as being statistically stationary, is the continuum of the elementary plane waves without any phase coherence. We will make the following assumptions on the elementary plane waves constituting the observed wave (or wave source);
(1) 
Pk's are the observational data corresponding to the spectral matrix, transformed into the eigenvector space, 3Pk is the measuring error and Pkr is the value predicted from the solution.
We will find that when there are a few simultaneous sources, they are resolved on some nine event studies in which the alphabetical number such as (a) and (g) follows the time sequence on that day. (a) is one example for which the agreement between the WDF solution and the single plane wave methods (L\ and x) is not so good. However, this kind of disagreement is obtained only for two examples among the nine, and other examples are just like the event of Fig. 8(g ). In Fig. 8(a) , the incident angle from the WDF is about 30° larger than those In the following we will discuss the physical implications on each day.
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According to OHTA et al. (1984) and HAYAKAWA et al. (1985) The kernels for the Bx, By and EZ (Eq. (6)) as in the present paper are easily picked up from these expressions. While there are 33 linearly independent kernels for a magnetoplasma, only 28 are linearly independent among the 36 kernels in free space.
